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Evaluation of Automatically Quantified Foveal Avascular Zone Metrics for Diagnosis of Diabetic Retinopathy Using Optical Coherence Tomography Angiography
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PURPOSE. To describe an automated algorithm to quantify the foveal avascular zone (FAZ), using optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA), and to compare its performance for diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy (DR) and association with best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) to that of extramacular avascular area (EAA).

METHODS. We obtained 3 × 3-mm macular OCTA scans in diabetic patients with various levels of DR and healthy controls. An algorithm based on a generalized gradient vector flow (GGVF) snake model detected the FAZ, and metrics assessing FAZ size and irregularity were calculated. We compared the automated FAZ segmentation to manual delineation and tested the within-visit repeatability of FAZ metrics. The correlations of two conventional FAZ metrics, two novel FAZ metrics, and EAA with DR severity and BCVA, as determined by Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) charts, were assessed.

RESULTS. Sixty-six eyes from 66 diabetic patients and 19 control eyes from 19 healthy participants were included. The agreement between manual and automated FAZ delineation had a Jaccard index > 0.82, and the repeatability of automated FAZ detection was excellent in eyes at all levels of DR severity. FAZ metrics that incorporated both FAZ size and shape irregularity had the strongest correlation with clinical DR grade and BCVA. Of all the tested OCTA metrics, EAA had the greatest sensitivity in differentiating diabetic eyes without clinical evidence of retinopathy, mild to moderate nonproliferative DR (NPDR), and severe NPDR to proliferative DR from healthy controls.

CONCLUSIONS. The GGVF snake algorithm tested in this study can accurately and reliably detect the FAZ, using OCTA data at all DR severity grades, and may be used to obtain clinically useful information from OCTA data regarding macular ischemia in patients with diabetes. While FAZ metrics can provide clinically useful information regarding macular ischemia, and possibly visual acuity potential, EAA measurements may be a better biomarker for DR.
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Diabetic macular ischemia (DMI) is a clinically important finding in diabetic retinopathy (DR) and correlates closely with vision loss.1-3 Fluorescein angiography (FA) has long been the standard imaging modality for the qualitative evaluation of DMI, particularly the foveal avascular zone (FAZ) size and contour.4-5 However, quantitative evaluation of the FAZ based on FA is difficult and rarely done in clinical settings, despite the interest and numerous publications on the subject. Optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA) offers a safer and convenient alternative to FA, and is more amenable to automated quantification, particularly of vascular abnormalities near the fovea, including the FAZ.6-12

Numerous methods for quantifying FAZ changes with OCTA in diabetic patients have been investigated, including horizontal and vertical diameter, total two-dimensional area, remodeling, acircularity index (AI), and axis ratio.13-16 As there is not yet a consensus of how to best quantify the FAZ with OCTA, comparing the clinical utility of FAZ metrics to other measurements of DMI remains difficult. There is also considerable variability of FAZ size and shape in both normal and diabetic patients,17-22 which may confound the identification of DR-related pathologic changes. In addition, many studies have considered the FAZ in segmented vascular layers, even as the individual plexuses merge at the foveal pit, leading to conclusions about the FAZ size that are more related to segmentation technique than pathologic vascular changes.

One of the major factors affecting FAZ measurements is segmentation of the FAZ boundary. While multiple reports23-25 have demonstrated high repeatability of semiautomatic FAZ detection using commercial OCTA systems, some studies26,27 have found significant differences between FAZ detection algorithms and manual delineation. Obtaining accurate FAZ
segmentation becomes even more difficult in DR, where irregular boundary can result in algorithm failure and inappropriate inclusion or exclusion of abnormal FAZ sections. In this study, we proposed and tested a novel method for automated FAZ identification, based on OCTA using a generalized gradient vector flow (GGVF) snake model. GGVF is an external force for parametric active contours that aids in accurately localizing edges of interest. This model can improve active contour convergence to long, thin boundary indentations by generalizing a diffusion of gradient vectors with two spatially varying weighting functions, while still providing a large capture range.28–31 Using the GGVF snake model, we evaluated the FAZ based on en face images of the whole inner retina to eliminate the issue of segmentation at the foveal pit. In addition to conventional FAZ metrics including FAZ area and AI, we report two new FAZ metrics that describe the irregularity of FAZ enlargement while partially controlling for physiologic FAZ variation. Finally, we compared the correlation of these FAZ metrics with DR grade and best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) to that of extrafoveal avascular area (EAA).

**Methods**

**Data Acquisition**

Diabetic and healthy control subjects were recruited from the Casey Eye Institute of Oregon Health and Science University (OHSU). This cross-sectional, observational study was approved by the institutional review board of OHSU and complied with the Declaration of Helsinki.32 Written informed consent was obtained from all study participants. All participants underwent standard ophthalmic examination including assessment of BCVA, using Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) charts. ETDRS 7-field color photographs were obtained on all diabetic participants. Eyes with other ocular pathology were excluded from the study. The first algorithm component estimates the initial search region growing from the center of the image (Fig. 1). The GGVF active contour model has advantages in that it has a lower initial contour requirement and is able to more accurately progress into boundary concavities.31 The algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

**Data Processing**

An active contour model that uses GGVF as external forces was applied onto the OCTA images to automatically detect the FAZ (Fig. 1). The GGVF active contour model has advantages in that it has a lower initial contour requirement and is able to more accurately progress into boundary concavities.31 The algorithm was implemented with custom software written in Matlab 2013a (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).

GGVF active contour locates boundaries of shapes in an image by evolving an initial contour driven by external forces defined by a binary edge map along with internal forces. Therefore, the automated algorithm for FAZ quantification consisted of three major components: (1) estimating the initial searching boundary, (2) generating an edge map, and (3) contour evolution with the GGVF snake model. An overview of the algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

The first algorithm component estimates the initial searching boundary by using the following steps: First, the initial FAZ was detected by using a seeded region growing algorithm. A seed was positioned at the image center ($x = 152$, $y = 152$),

![Figure 1. Overview of the proposed algorithm for automatic detection of the FAZ.](image-url)
FIGURE 2. Foveal avascular zone (FAZ) detection in the inner retina of an eye with NPDR eye. The original angiogram (A) is processed by seeded region growing from the center of the image to obtain the initial FAZ and ancillary nonperfusion areas (B), and morphologic operations removed regions of ancillary nonperfusion (C). Locating geometric center was applied to obtain a circle centered coordinate (red dot in C, D), and extraction of maximum inscribed circle was applied to obtain a radius (green line segment in [C, D]), which was then used to generate the initial GGVF searching boundary (yellow circle in [D]). The original angiogram (A) is normalized to the range [0 1] (E) and processed by Otsu’s N thresholding (F) and noise removal (G), which is used to create an edge map for GGVF model (G). The initial GGVF searching boundary was then applied on the edge map, and the GGVF active contour model was applied to identify the final FAZ. The resulting final FAZ (light blue) is overlaid on the original angiogram (H).

Growing to a region with similarity larger than 0.02 (Fig. 2B). Next, morphologic operations were used to obtain an initial FAZ (Fig. 2C). The morphologic operations included the following: (1) a √2 pixel shrink to remove regions of ancillary nonperfusion that are not continuous with the FAZ; (2) filling the holes in the image; (3) morphologic opening operation with a 4-pixel-wide square kernel to eliminate small regions of signal noise and smooth boundaries; and (4) a 3.5-pixel shrink to remove regions of ancillary nonperfusion that are not continuous with the FAZ; (2) filling the holes in the image; (3) morphologic opening operation with a 4-pixel-wide square kernel to eliminate small regions of signal noise and smooth boundaries; and (4) a 3.5-pixel shrink to remove regions of ancillary nonperfusion that are not continuous with the FAZ.

These parameters were chosen empirically to obtain a smooth signal noise and smooth boundaries; and (4) a 3.5-pixel shrink to remove regions of ancillary nonperfusion that are not continuous with the FAZ.

Finally, with the initial contour and edge map ready, the GGVF active contour model was applied to acquire the contours for the FAZ areas (Fig. 2D). The initial GGVF searching boundary was then applied on the edge map, and the GGVF active contour model was applied to identify the final FAZ. The resulting final FAZ (light blue) is overlaid on the original angiogram (H).

Traditional Otsu thresholding; and (3) noise removal: pixels inside the initial FAZ were erased and connected areas smaller than five pixels were eliminated (Fig. 2G).

Finally, with the initial contour and edge map ready, the GGVF active contour model was applied to acquire the contours for the FAZ areas (Fig. 2D).

GGVF active contour locates boundaries of shapes in an image by evolving initial contour X(s) = [x(s), y(s)] according to

\[ X_t(s, t) = X_{t-1}(s, t) - \tau \left( 1 + \left( \frac{\partial^2 X_{t-1}}{\partial s^2}(s, t) + \beta \frac{\partial X_{t-1}}{\partial s^2}(s, t) \right) - v \right) \]

where \( x(s) \) and \( y(s) \) are \( x, y \) coordinates past the contour and \( s \) is the normalized index of the control points; \( \tau \) is the evolution step. \( v \) is GGVF31

\[ v = \int g(\nabla f) |\nabla v|^2 - b(\nabla f)(v - \nabla f) \, dx \, dy, \]

with \( f(x, y) \) being the edge map, \( \nabla^2 = \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial y^2} \) being the Laplacian operator, and \( g(\nabla f) = e^{-\frac{f^2}{2}}, b(\nabla f) = 1 - g(\nabla f) \).

In the implementation, weighting parameters \( x = 0.7, \beta = 0.1 \), the iteration number was 60, the evolution step \( \tau \) was 0.8, and the specification of \( K \) determines, to a certain extent, the degree of trade-off between smoothness and gradient consistency. Completion of the GGVF model iterations produces the final detected FAZ (Fig. 2H).

Four FAZ metrics were calculated after automated segmentation of the FAZ (Fig. 3): (1) total FAZ area, (2) AI, defined as
the ratio of the perimeter of the FAZ to the perimeter of a circle equal area,\textsuperscript{14} \( \text{(3) STD4, defined as the standard deviation of the area of four sectors of the FAZ after excluding the maximum inscribed circle, and (4) NR300, defined as the area of intersection of the FAZ with an annular region between the FAZ maximum inscribed circle and outer circle with a radius 300 \( \mu \text{m} \) greater than that of the FAZ maximum inscribed circle (R300) divided by the area of the entire annular region.}

\[
\text{NR300} = \frac{|\text{FAZ} \cap \text{R300}|}{|\text{R300}|} \quad (4)
\]

As previously described, EAA was defined as the total avascular area outside of a 1-mm-diameter circle centered on the fovea.\textsuperscript{5} Since we have shown superficial vascular complex (SVC) is primarily damaged by DR,\textsuperscript{9,39} in this study, EAA was measured on SVC located at the inner 80\% of ganglion cell complex.\textsuperscript{9,40} Metrics affected by individual differences in retina magnification including FAZ area, STD4, and EAA were adjusted for the axial length of the eye.

**Data Analysis**

The FAZ in diabetic and healthy control subjects identified by the automated GGVF snake algorithm was compared with manual grading performed by an experienced grader on the original en face OCT angiograms. The agreement between the automated and manual FAZ areas was assessed by using the Jaccard coefficient, defined as the area of intersection divided by the area of union.

\[
J(A, M) = \frac{|A \cap M|}{|A \cup M|}, \quad (5)
\]

where \( A \) = area of automated segmentation and \( M \) = area of manual delineation.

**RESULTS**

Sixty-six eyes from 66 diabetic patients and 19 control eyes from 19 healthy participants were included (Table 1). As based on clinical exam, eyes from diabetic patients were classified into three groups: no retinopathy (\( n = 16 \); mean [SD] age, 57 [12] years; 8 women), mild to moderate NPDR (\( n = 22 \); mean [SD] age, 61 [10] years; 18 women), and severe NPDR or proliferative DR (PDR) (\( n = 28 \); mean [SD] age, 53 [14] years; 11 women). Eyes from healthy participants were used as controls (\( n = 19 \) [22\%]; mean [SD] age, 38 [15] years; 13 women). The SSI ranged from 64 to 77 in diabetic eyes without retinopathy, 61 to 81 in mild to moderate NPDR, 60 to 71 in severe NPDR or PDR, and 60 to 87 in controls. Cystoid macular edema was present on macular OCT scans in 8 eyes with mild to moderate NPDR (36\%) and 11 eyes with severe NPDR or
proliferative DR (39.3%). There was very good agreement between automatic and manual detection of the FAZ; the Jaccard coefficient was >0.82 in all subgroups (Table 2). Analysis of within-visit repeatability included the second eye of diabetic patients and healthy controls when available and included 7 diabetic without DR eyes, 13 mild to moderate NPDR eyes, 19 severe NPDR or PDR eyes, and 29 healthy control eyes that had two scans of adequate quality (SSI > 54). There was excellent within-visit repeatability for FAZ area, AI, STD4, and NR300 among all patient subgroups (Fig. 4; Table 3).

Mean FAZ area determined by the automated algorithm in the severe NPDR or PDR group (0.37 ± 0.18 mm²) was significantly greater than the mean FAZ area in the DM without DR (0.22 ± 0.08 mm²) and healthy control (0.24 ± 0.12 mm²) groups, but not the mild to moderate NPDR group (0.30 ± 0.09 mm²) (Figs. 5, 6). The mean FAZ area in the mild to moderate NPDR group was significantly greater than in the DM without DR group, but not the healthy control group. AI in severe NPDR or PDR eyes (1.39 ± 0.10 mm²) was significantly greater than AI in the DM without DR (1.29 ± 0.12 mm²) and healthy control (1.28 ± 0.08 mm²) groups, but not in the mild to moderate NPDR group (1.35 ± 0.08 mm²) (Fig. 6). STD4 in severe NPDR or PDR eyes (0.24 ± 0.016 mm²) was significantly greater than STD4 in the DM without DR (0.012 ± 0.009 mm²) and healthy control (0.008 ± 0.009 mm²) groups, but not in the mild to moderate NPDR group (0.017 ± 0.009 mm²) (Fig. 6). NR300 was significantly different between each subgroup, except when comparing the DM without DR and healthy control groups (Fig. 6). NR300 increased significantly with each subgroup (healthy controls: 0.337 ± 0.052 mm², DM without DR: 0.107 ± 0.110 mm², mild to moderate NPDR: 0.220 ± 0.135 mm², severe NPDR or PDR: 0.566 ± 0.385 mm²) (Figs. 5, 6).

The correlation coefficients between OCTA metrics, DR grade, and BCVA are shown in Table 4. Of the FAZ metrics, NR300 had the strongest correlation ($r_s = 0.703$, $P < 0.001$) with DR grade. None of the OCTA metrics, however, correlated with DR grade as well as EAA ($r_s = 0.807$, $P < 0.001$). Overall, correlations between OCTA metrics and BCVA were weaker, with the strongest two being NR300 ($r_s = -0.424$, $P < 0.001$) and EAA ($r_s = -0.460$, $P < 0.001$). The sensitivity of detecting eyes as abnormal in each DR severity subgroup, compared to healthy controls, while holding specificity at 95% is shown in Table 5 for each OCTA metric. Sensitivity for EAA in differentiating diabetic patients without DR (73%), mild/ moderate NPDR (86%), and PDR/severe NPDR (100%) from healthy controls was greater than each FAZ-related OCTA metric.

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, we described a fully automated method for FAZ identification and quantification using OCTA. This process involves three main parts: (1) preprocessing to minimize residual motion artifacts and background noise and create a binary angiogram; (2) acquiring initial GGVF searching boundaries; and (3) applying the GGVF active contour model. This FAZ detection algorithm showed very good agreement with expert manual delineation in healthy control and DR subjects. Data obtained through the automated FAZ detection were used to generate four different FAZ quantitative metrics (FAZ area, AI, STD4, and NR300). All of these metrics showed excellent within-visit repeatability in normal eyes and at all levels of DR severity, and therefore have the potential to serve as reliable tools for the diagnosis of DR and the evaluation of disease progression.

The GGVF snake algorithm was designed to automatically and reliably perform segmentation of the FAZ. In this study, the edge map was a binary image generated from the original angiogram; and the initial GGVF searching boundaries were obtained by using a seeded region growing method, which facilitated a precise capture range and convergence of the GGVF snake to the complex boundary shapes of the FAZ. This fully automated method allows for rapid FAZ delineation and performs well on the more complicated FAZ borders present in advanced DR, where traditional semiautomated algorithms are more likely to fail.

The assessment of DMI and FAZ changes has long been a clinically important process in the risk stratification and management of DR, but rigorous quantification of FA images is rarely performed outside of clinical investigations. Numerous methods for quantifying pathologic changes of the FAZ on OCTA have been proposed\(^5,16\); some involve measuring the ischemic area, such as FAZ diameter and total area, and others quantify the irregularity of the FAZ shape, such as axis ratio and AI. FAZ enlargement in DR is an asymmetric process,\(^14,21,41\) and therefore assessing both size and shape is likely important for the detection of pathologic change. This may explain why NR300, which incorporates both FAZ area and irregularity, had

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Jaccard Similarity Metric</th>
<th>False-Positive Error, mm²</th>
<th>False-Negative Error, mm²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control, $n = 19$</td>
<td>$0.87 \pm 0.06$</td>
<td>$0.061 \pm 0.035$</td>
<td>$0.080 \pm 0.078$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetics without DR, $n = 16$</td>
<td>$0.86 \pm 0.09$</td>
<td>$0.079 \pm 0.062$</td>
<td>$0.081 \pm 0.125$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild to moderate NPDR, $n = 22$</td>
<td>$0.89 \pm 0.05$</td>
<td>$0.069 \pm 0.047$</td>
<td>$0.042 \pm 0.047$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe NPDR or PDR, $n = 28$</td>
<td>$0.83 \pm 0.09$</td>
<td>$0.130 \pm 0.097$</td>
<td>$0.044 \pm 0.054$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.** Within-Visit Repeatability (Coefficient of Variation) of Foveal Avascular Zone Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantitative Metrics</th>
<th>Controls, $n = 29$</th>
<th>Diabetes Without DR, $n = 7$</th>
<th>Mild to Moderate NPDR, $n = 13$</th>
<th>Severe NPDR or PDR, $n = 19$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAZ</td>
<td>$0.002$</td>
<td>$0.000$</td>
<td>$0.001$</td>
<td>$0.003$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>$0.013$</td>
<td>$0.006$</td>
<td>$0.007$</td>
<td>$0.008$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STD4</td>
<td>$0.005$</td>
<td>$0.001$</td>
<td>$0.002$</td>
<td>$0.007$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR300</td>
<td>$0.011$</td>
<td>$0.007$</td>
<td>$0.004$</td>
<td>$0.009$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a stronger correlation with DR severity than FAZ area and AI. Both STD4 and NR300 minimize the effect of normal variation in FAZ size, which likely also contributed to their improved performance. This is accomplished by using a maximum inscribed circle, which partially controls for the original, physiologic FAZ size in each eye. Imaging the FAZ within the inner retinal slab of the OCTA provides the most anatomically meaningful data, as the retinal capillary plexuses merge at the

**Figure 4.** Foveal avascular zone determined by the automated algorithm and manual delineation in two intravisit scans from a patient with NPDR.

**Figure 5.** Foveal avascular zone (FAZ, light blue) detected on inner retinal angiogram and EAA (green) detected on SVC in all diabetic retinopathy severity groups.
foveal pit. Additionally, this minimizes segmentation artifact caused by cystoid macular edema, as all retinal capillaries are above the lower segmentation line. While the effect of differences in retinal magnification due to variation in axial length is small and less significant when it changes in an individual patient over time, it should be considered when comparing patient cohorts and defining normative data. Therefore, OCTA metrics affected by absolute scan dimensions were adjusted for individual axial length in this study.

Previously, our group has reported on the detection and quantification of total avascular area, inclusive of the FAZ, using a 6 × 6-mm macular OCTA.8 Total avascular area analysis reliably detects DR with a high sensitivity and specificity, and is found to be a more reliable biomarker for DR than FAZ area in a small cohort.8 In another study,9 differentiation between NPDR and control eyes with avascular area measured with OCTA is greater when a central 1-mm circle is excluded to factor out the normal variation in FAZ area. Additionally, the avascular area in DR patients is greater in the superficial vascular plexus compared with the combined inner retina slab.9 While FAZ area, AI, STD4, and NR300 were all significantly correlated with DR severity, EAA had a greater sensitivity for detecting DR at all severity levels. Furthermore, in this study we found no significant difference in any of the FAZ metrics between healthy controls and diabetic eyes without DR. Some groups13,42,43 have reported small but significant changes in FAZ area between these groups, but others14,44 have reported no significant difference. Some of these divergent results and conclusions may be due to patient selection, study size, and measurement of the FAZ within segmented vascular layers, which can produce results of unclear significance as the individual plexuses merge at the foveal pit. In this study, EAA was the only metric that demonstrated a significant difference between diabetic patients with no clinical evidence of DR and healthy controls.

The findings in this study suggest that other vascular parameters such as EAA may be a better diagnostic tool for DR than FAZ metrics. The most important reason for this is the significant variability in FAZ size in both normal individuals17–20 and diabetic patients,21,22 leading to considerable overlap between healthy and disease groups. By comparison, the proportional difference in EAA between healthy and DR subjects is greater, as there is essentially no avascular area outside of the FAZ in healthy eyes. While the maximal inscribed circle methods such as STD4 and NR300 can partially

| Table 4. | Spearman Correlation Coefficient of Foveal Avascular Zone Metrics and Extrafoveal Avascular Area With Diabetic Retinopathy Grade and Visual Acuity |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
|                   | Inner            | Conventional     | New              | SVC              |
|                   | FAZ              | AI               | STD4             | NR300            | EAA              |
| Correlation with DR severity | 0.392**          | 0.413**          | 0.487**          | 0.703**          | 0.807**          |
| Correlation with VA (ETDRS)    | −0.211           | −0.285**         | −0.274*          | −0.424**         | −0.460**         |

* P value < 0.05.
** P value < 0.01.
compensate for the normal FAZ variability, EAA appears to remain a more sensitive biomarker for DR.

The finding that EAA has greater correlation with DR severity, determined by fundus photographic grading with the ETDRS protocol, should not subtract from the clinical significance of FAZ metrics. Current DR grading, using the International Diabetic Retinopathy Severity scale, is based only on clinical fundus appearance and does not directly account for changes to retinal perfusion visible only on FA or OCTA. Regions of DR-related capillary dropout have been associated with local underlying photoreceptor loss, and therefore FAZ metrics may be the most relevant to foveal ischemia and central visual potential. While we propose that EAA is a better metric for detecting DR and correlating with the clinical DR severity scale, FAZ measurements may provide useful information on foveal perfusion and visual function. Of the FAZ metrics, NR300 had the strongest correlation with BCVA in this study. We did not control for other factors that could affect visual acuity, including cataract and corneal pathology. Adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy, another noninvasive imaging modality that has been used to model hemodynamics within retinal vasculature and assess photoreceptor structural changes in patients with diabetic retinopathy, will likely continue to provide data complementary to that of OCT-based imaging systems. Further investigation into the relationship between FAZ metrics, visual acuity, and structural changes in the macula are warranted.

Currently, a tradeoff exists between OCTA image resolution and field of view owing to the limitations in the OCT scan speed. A scan size of 3 × 3-mm was used in this study to maximize FAZ resolution. This scan size allowed for the most accurate FAZ segmentation, but limited the field of view available for EAA detection. A larger field of view with similar resolution may further improve diagnostic accuracy and can be obtained with higher scanning speeds or angiography montaging techniques.

Limitations of this study included the modest number of participants, cross-sectional design, and the use of non-age- or non-sex-matched controls. An association between OCTA vascular density and age has been reported; however, a non–sex-matched controls. An association between OCTA obtained with higher scanning speeds or angiography montag-

| TABLE 5. Sensitivity of Foveal Avascular Zone Metrics and Extrafoveal Avascular Area for the Differentiation of Eyes of Diabetic Patients From Healthy Controls |
|-----------------|-----------|-----------|-----------|
|                  | Conventional | New      | SVC       |
|                  | FAZ        | AI        | STD4      | NR300     | EAA     |
| Diabetes without DR | 12%        | 30%       | 50%       | 58%       | 73%      |
| Mild to moderate NPDR | 16%        | 34%       | 58%       | 72%       | 86%      |
| Severe NPDR or PDR  | 21%        | 39%       | 64%       | 82%       | 100%     |

* Sensitivity to detect DR grades with specificity held at 95%.
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